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Mike Blackman: Much to Look Forward to at ISE 2022

Integrated Systems Europe is the best-attended
AV trade show anywhere in the world. After many
successful years in Amsterdam, ISE moved to the
more spacious Fira de Barcelona in 2021. COVID-19
limited what would have certainly been another
record-breaking event, but regardless of those who
participated at ISE 2021, the possibilities would
not have been lost on them. In 2022, ISE returns
to Barcelona from 1 to 4 February in the hope of
attracting many AV practitioners across the world. SI
Asia talks to Mike Blackman, Managing Director of
ISE, to understand what we can expect in the 2022
edition.
What are the challenges you feel the industry has
faced?
The past 18 months have been challenging for
everyone, but it does feel much more positive now,
although we are not totally out of the woods yet. At
ISE, we've have remained agile, listening to what
our industry wants while responding to an everchanging landscape caused by the pandemic. And
we will continue to be as agile as possible. The clear
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message from our research is that AV professionals
do want an event and in-person networking. We are
proud that we achieved two safe live events in 2021
during such an enormously difficult time as well as
curating an engaging online experience through ISE
Digital.
There isn’t a sector of our industry that has not been
affected by the pandemic over the past year and
a half – none more so than in live events. It's been
a very tough year for this sector but the pivot to
online events has seen a surge in the adoption of
innovation, such as holographic technology. It will
be interesting to see how this technology is used to
enhance the experience of live / hybrid and digital
events over the next 12 months.
What are the opportunities and trends to look
forward to?
Our industry is at the forefront of many trends
that have accelerated through the impact of the
pandemic across the world – and technological
innovations in several of these areas will be
showcased at ISE.
NOVEMBER 2021
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Unified communications have become more
important than ever, and the technology is moving
forward at a super rate. The integrations and
partnerships that are facilitating this rapid evolution
are a testament to our industry. With the rise in
remote working, and with many corporates no longer
requiring their employees to attend the office fulltime, it’s becoming even more important that offices
are well equipped to enable collaboration between
colleagues, whatever their location. We will see
many exhibitors in the Unified Communications
& Education (UC & ET) Technology Zone and
throughout the ISE show floor highlighting solutions
to improve the meeting and collaboration experience.
There is also an increased appreciation of the
importance of audio in meeting rooms, leading
to greater demand for microphone arrays, beamsteering speakers to direct sound where it's needed
and digital signal processing (DSP) to improve
intelligibility.
The pandemic has also increased the appetite for
non-touch solutions in pro AV and we can expect to
see more of these being launched next year. Voice
control solutions have not always given a good user
experience in the past, but a significant development
is that Alexa for Business can now be integrated into
many UC solutions for voice control of meetings and
other 'digital assistant' functions.
There has been increased demand in the residential
AV sector as well, as homeowners, property
developers and architects & designers are creating
hybrid spaces to live, work and play – creating
connected homes featuring immersive spaces.
There has also been a growth in 'wellness' solutions
as organisations across the world recognise the
importance of well-being and mental health.
What plans have you for ISE 2022?
We are very excited about the move to our new
home in Barcelona. The ISE event in Barcelona in
June 2021 was well supported and it was a fantastic
taster of what is to come. Our partners from the
city, from Catalonia and from across Spain all
welcomed us with open arms, and we made some
great connections. We are really looking forward to
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returning to Barcelona in February, with a great show
and a packed five-day Conference programme.
The large, modern facility that is the Fira de
Barcelona Gran Via is ideal for the ISE experience.
Already, the show floor plan is looking very good and
we have almost 700 companies signed up to take
part. With wide aisles, an easy-to-navigate layout
and industry-leading brands showcasing technology
innovations and more, ISE 2022 will provide both the
AV channel and end-users with plenty of inspiration
and solutions for transforming their businesses.
Once again, we are using Technology Zones to
group together exhibitors with similar technologies;
this approach makes it easier for attendees to find
and compare the solutions they are looking for and
saves them time. While previously there were space
limitations for some of these Zones, this is no longer
the case at the Fira, so more companies have been
able to take stands in their preferred location– and
we are also welcoming many companies new to ISE
this year.
A new feature for 2022 is the ISE Sound Xperience.
This dedicated cinema complex is just metres away
from the Fira Gran Vía, and offers twelve uniquely
configured listening rooms to showcase audio with
depth, accuracy and pin-point clarity. This initiative,
in partnership with Eventos Filmax Cinema Gran
Vía complex, is the ultimate setting to sample the
signature sound of the world’s leading audio brands.
We have also greatly expanded the technology
demonstration areas. There will be three new demo
areas covering lighting and staging (within the
Lighting & Staging Zone), audio and digital signage
(both outdoors). Taking advantage of the expansive
facilities at the venue, these new areas will allow
visitors to experience these major multi-technology
solutions in ‘real-life’ set-ups.
We can’t wait to see you all in Barcelona – and keep
an eye on our website for all the latest news and
developments.
ISE
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HARMAN Helps Griffith University Transforms Classrooms Into Immersive Learning
Environment

AUSTRALIA: Griffith University recently collaborated also wanted to improve the learning experience for

with Videopro, ThreeOneFive Innovations and
HARMAN Professional Solutions to create an
immersive active learning space using cutting-edge
AMX networked AV solutions.

students with state-of-the-art solutions. To create a
class-leading engagement space, we selected the
AMX SVSi N1000 platform. Its ultra-low latency and
flexible I/O are critical for lectures in this space.”

Founded in 1971, Griffith University is a public
research university in South East Queensland with
five physical campuses spanning three cities, and a
sixth digital campus. With more than 50,000 students
and 200,000 respected alumni, Griffith University
is one of the world’s top-performing universities. In
order to deliver an immersive learning experience,
Griffith University teamed up with Videopro,
Australia's premier dealer in audiovisual equipment,
and ThreeOneFive Innovations to install a state-ofthe-art HARMAN Professional Solutions AV system
that enables staff to stream lectures to multiple
locations.

ThreeOneFive Innovations and Videopro equipped
the classrooms with AMX SVSI N1000 Series
encoders and decoders, enabling seamless
streaming between teaching spaces. The SVSi
platform makes it easy to control peripheral devices
and share content remotely to suit post-COVID
teaching requirements. An NX-2200 controller
enabled ThreeOneFive Innovations to temporarily run
the N1000 AVoIP platform on a separate stand-alone
network while the university prepared their campus
network for AVoIP deployment.

“The client requested a high-tech solution to connect
two rooms so that staff could deliver multiple lectures
without having to travel across campus,” said Chris
Duckworth, Owner, ThreeOneFive Innovations. “They
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“Once the campus network was AVoIP-enabled,
we were able to easily migrate the SVSi devices
and leverage the N1000 platform to share images
between teaching spaces,” continued Duckworth.
“More recently, the rooms were combined to uphold
social distancing requirements. The AMX platform
NOVEMBER 2021
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with excellent functionality and reliability.”
ThreeOneFive Innovations and Videopro outfitted
the new active learning space with an Acendo Vibe
Conferencing Soundbar, and a Massio keypad at
each student’s location to transform this traditional
teaching space into a high-tech educational hub
where students can collaborate in-person or
remotely. AMX Modero Touch Panels enable staff
to seamlessly route and control audio and video
from multiple locations, while the AMX Resource
Management suite automatically manages and
monitors every device on the network.
“Before we had the system in place, the lecturers
found it difficult to engage with a large number of
students at once,” said Merv Connell, Technology
Architect, Griffith University. “So, we devised
a model where the academics could engage
with students without having to walk around the
classroom in person. All of the equipment used to

NOVEMBER 2021
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design the system has been tried and tested on
the campus before, so we were confident about
choosing HARMAN products. The switching controls,
microphone, video system and receivers are all
standard equipment that we have used before, but in
this project, they were deployed in a different manner
to create an immersive experience. It’s exciting to be
the first to introduce the AMX Acendo Vibe as part of
our teaching application.”
“A project like the engagement space at Griffith
University cannot be approached in a traditional
way,” said Amar Subash, VP & GM, HARMAN
Professional Solutions, APAC. “The challenge was
to create a unique solution using the standard
equipment. We would like to thank our partners
Videopro and ThreeOneFive Innovations for using
AMX products resourcefully and creating an
effective, collaborative learning space for students
and lecturers.”
Harman Professional Solutions
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Principle One Expands with New Regional Office in South Korea

SOUTH KOREA: The new office located at

Gwanghwamun Centre in Jongno-gu, is in the central
business district of Seoul. A short walk from the
subway at Anguk Station, nestled near the water
fountain at Gwanghwamun Plaza, the new office
enables Principle One to better serve their rapid
growing customer base in South Korea.
CEO, Joey Yeung explains, “We witnessed
progressive growth in the scale and operation of
our business over the past couple of years as we
regionally scaled and expanded into new innovations
such as Agile Workplace Solutions (AWS) beyond the
ordinary Audiovisual and Information Technologies.”
Since joining the company, Joey has spearheaded
major operation strategy and team structure
transformation across Principle One’s portfolio of
services, notably setting up new offices in major
Asia Pacific hubs including Singapore, Tokyo and
Shanghai, as well as merging former Audiovisual
business unit and Information Technology business
unit into Integrated Projects Team – envisioning
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global AV over IP transformation. During his tenure
overseeing Principle One’s operation, the company
outperformed the market and established a unique
positioning from competitors.
“We have seen increasing project activities with our
customers along the post-pandemic Next Normal
business model, operation automation as well as
their growing interest in experiential digital solutions
across multiple geographic locations. Our new
Seoul office will build upon Principle One’s strategic
milestones for continued global growth in supporting
such demands,” says Joey.
Principle One Korea Limited is located at 02-109, 50,
Jong-ro 1-gil, Jongno-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea
(03142).
Principle One
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Qingdao Jiaodong International Airport Leverages MediaMatrix Solutions for Next
Growth Phase

CHINA: Open for the past year, Qingdao Jiaodong

International Airport is the city’s first 4F-class airport,
making it large enough to accommodate some of
the world’s largest commercial aircraft. In a second
phase, targeted for completion by 2045, the airport
will accommodate two additional runways, and the
terminal will expand from 450,000 to 700,000 square
meters, meeting an annual passenger throughput of
up to 60 million passengers.
MediaMatrix’s state-of-the-art solutions will provide
this growing transportation hub several advantages,
including high reliability, powerful processing,
multiple broadcast types, comprehensive control
features, and excellent broadcast sound quality,
all on a secure network. MediaMatrix solutions at
Qingdao Jiaodong were installed through an ongoing
relationship with Sichuan Newway Electronics Co.,
Ltd., a professional system design and integration
consulting company of advanced audio visual
technologies.
Qingdao Jiaodong is among the top 25 airports in
China, which see a passenger throughput of nearly 1

14

billion passengers annually. Seven of these airports
use MediaMatrix solutions, broadcasting to 300
million passengers, or 30% of passenger throughput.
The main function of Qingdao Jiaodong’s broadcast
system is to quickly and accurately disseminate
passenger flight notifications, including emergency
messages. Aware of the difficulties passengers have
with hearing gate announcements and notifications,
Qingdao Jiaodong sought a broadcast system with
ample processing capacity, including semi-automatic
broadcasting and TTS (text-to-speech). Powerful
control and management functions were also needed
to accommodate multiple languages, audio sources,
and audience segments. Additionally, the audio
parameters needed to meet the requirements of
an on-site construction environment, and the audio
matrix needed to be expandable for a growing
facility.
MediaMatrix enterprise paging solutions rely on
a combination of both hardware and software
components based around the Nion Series of DSP
(digital signal processing) and the award winning
NOVEMBER 2021
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ControlMatrix and nWare software suites with Dante
/ AES-67 network audio streaming protocols and
standards, allowing all IP devices to send and
receive audio over the local network. Realtime
network streaming audio replaces point-to-point
connections and analogue matrix switches, providing
hundreds of high-quality audio channels, and can
be controlled and monitored from existing network
equipment. The installation and management of the
equipment is greatly simplified through specialized
plug-and-play technology, saving installation steps
and long-term maintenance costs.
The power of this network audio and control
streaming technology in Qingdao Jiaodong
International Airport is exemplified through the
installation of CKd Series intelligent networkable
high-power amplifiers from Crest Audio, a Peavey
Commercial Audio brand. Among numerous
advantages, CKd Series of power amplifiers utilize
remote control and audio transmission through the
NexSys Nx Dante-8 interface module. Importantly,
the system devices can detect and remotely adjust
levels according to the sound environment and the
Nion DSP processors and nWare software suite
based algorithms including real-time health status
and load monitoring.
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MediaMatrix provides a complete range of audio
signal and control solutions with customizable
hardware and software modules and interfaces to
meet practically any distributed audio public address
system. This includes comprehensive emergency
broadcast mass notification and system monitoring
features customized to local requirements with
optional adherence utilizing the MediaMatrix nCIE
Pilot “VACIE” voice alarm control and indicating
equipment to comply with EN54-16.
Overall, MediaMatrix delivers on Qingdao Jiaodong’s
requirements for a flexible, secure broadcast
system that includes comprehensive monitoring of
equipment, as well as network and power amplifier
backups. The combination of solutions provide
for a “smart airport,” with centralized hardware,
virtualization, data interconnection, unified
management, monitoring, and scheduling, key
technologies of wireless communication, intelligent
sensor networks, data storage and management, and
information security.
Peavey Commercial Audio
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Mackay Entertainment and Convention Centre Deploys Australia’s First Griffyn
4K32-RGB Pure Laser Projector

AUSTRALIA: Known as the largest convention and

banqueting facility between Cairns and Brisbane,
MECC is the Mackay region’s premiere entertainment
and performing arts venue. Its facilities include a
1,000-person main theatre, large flat floor convention
centre with multiple meeting rooms, and a total
of nine hireable spaces. The Griffyn 4K32-RGB
has been fitted in the main theatre to deliver vivid
projections on a large 10-meter (33-foot) screen. In
addition, MECC also acquired three Christie D13WUHS 1DLP laser projectors for use in the meeting
rooms of its convention centre. The projectors were
supplied by leading technology integrator, Diversified
Australia.
“We are delighted to become the first facility in
Australia to deploy the Christie Griffyn 4K32-RGB,
which is designed for demanding large venue
applications,” said Mark Blake, Head of AV at MECC.
“Likewise, we’re pleased to have the feature-rich
Christie D13WU-HS laser projectors fitted in our
convention center to deliver bright and high-quality
visuals that will mesmerize our clients and guests
during various events.”
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As a major events and performing arts venue,
MECC has a highly diversified clientele ranging
from multinational mining companies to local dance
schools that have unique requirements from a
visual perspective. “As we are replacing some of
our ageing lamp-based projectors to better cater to
the needs of our clients, we needed an advanced
and reliable projection system that’s not only easily
serviceable, but can also serve us well into the
future,” Blake explained.
He added, “The Christie laser projectors are our
preferred choice due to their high-quality image
production and price point for features. We are
particularly impressed with the Griffyn 4K32-RGB for
its high-brightness output, as well as its astounding
color reproduction that enhances the audience
experience.”
Describing the installation process as a seamless
changeover from the existing projectors, Blake noted
that his team was able to fit the Griffyn 4K32-RGB
in the same space as the previous projector without
impacting existing services and sightlines. This was
accomplished with the creative use of aluminum
NOVEMBER 2021
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our clients, who are expecting high-quality visuals
for their events. Our clients are amazed by the
difference in quality between the Christie products
and our previous projectors,” said Blake. “I am
certainly happy with the outcome as not only are we
able to meet the current demand for quality images,
but can continue to keep up with clients’ rising
expectations in the near future.”

MECC’s Head of AV Mark Blake with the Christie Griffyn
4K32-RGB pure laser projector. (Photo courtesy of MECC).

truss and mounting hardware for the Griffyn 4K32RGB. All projectors were installed and commissioned
in August 2021. “The Christie laser projectors are
top-tier products that deliver great results for us and

NOVEMBER 2021

John Musch, Business Development Manager for
Australia and New Zealand, Enterprise, Christie,
commented, “MECC is a well-known entertainment
venue in Queensland, and we are very pleased that
it has become the first facility in Australia to be fitted
with our state-of-the-art Griffyn 4K32-RGB laser
projector that features Christie’s superior electronics
and proprietary RGB laser illumination architecture.
Together with the dependable D13WU-HS laser
projectors, MECC is ready to create truly unique and
enriching audience experiences.”
Christie
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Visionary’s PacketAV Matrix Series Distributes Critical Data at Powerco’s Network
Operations Centre

NEW ZEALAND: Powerco is powering the future

of New Zealand through the delivery of safe, reliable
and efficient energy. As the second-largest gas
and largest electricity distributor in New Zealand,
Powerco is responsible for providing dedicated
resources to around 1.1 million customers across
452,000 homes, businesses and organizations.
Powerco has around 480 employees across four
locations, including New Plymouth, Palmerston North,
Wellington and Tauranga.
Powerco selected TSH Audio and Video, a fullservice audiovisual, lighting, projection and
production company, for consulting, design and
installation in their new Network Operations Center.
The $5 million Network Operations Center consists of
three working areas separated by glass sliders. The
areas consist of control room operations, customer
service and switch writers, release planners,
supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA)
team and the network operations center (NOC)
management.
Powerco is responsible for keeping the lights on
and the gas flowing throughout New Zealand. Large

20

amounts of data flow in and out of Powerco’s Network
Operations Center to provide safe and efficient
energy to their customers. And when the supply
is interrupted, it is Powerco’s mission to respond
quickly. To meet these demands, Powerco’s Network
Operations Center is a mission-critical environment
because having the very latest and most reliable
technology is imperative.
The Network Operations Center includes a storm
room, which was designed to improve Powerco’s
response protocol in major events that damage
the network. It consists of a six-screen video wall
supplying information to identify outage areas and
SCADA data. The storm room is complemented by
additional video walls and displays in the adjoining
areas, which required a fully integrated audio, video
and control system.
“The project required the distribution of video
signals across different locations within the Network
Operations Center,” noted Neil Penno, director for
TSH Audio and Video. “In addition to simple video
distribution, full KVM support was essential to enable
control of PC’s when they are displayed on the video
walls. Powerco had an existing network infrastructure
NOVEMBER 2021
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in their Network Operations Center so we needed a
flexible and versatile system that would allow us to
work over their network infrastructure.”
Penno added, “We selected Visionary’s PacketAV
Matrix Series to achieve the required functionality.
This allowed standard structured cabling and
Ethernet switches to be utilized, while eliminating the
need for specialized cabling and video matrices. It
provided limitless expandability for future additions.
It was important to have ultra low-latency because
we’re transmitting mission-critical data. Visionary’s
PacketAV Matrix Series provided us with ultra-low
latency to meet our project requirements.”
NSL, the exclusive distributor of Visionary in New
Zealand, provided TSH Audio and Video with
product, design and support. The project included
the installation of video displays in the control room
and storm room. The control room features a 2x2
video wall with four additional displays and the storm
room features a 6x2 video wall. Visionary’s PacketAV
Decoder is paired with each display to power a
reliable signal and perform the video processing for
the video wall functionality. Eight PacketAV Encoders
were installed to provide video signal input and USB
for KVM functionality.

Visionary’s PacketAV Matrix Series was combined
with QSC’s Q-SYS to provide intuitive inferences for
controlling display power, video and audio routing
and volume control. “Pairing Visionary's PacketAV
Matrix Series with QSC’s Q-SYS enabled us to
provide a flexible and intuitive system,” said Penno.
“We can quickly and cost-effectively add additional
screens or video inputs as Powerco’s requirements
change. It eliminated the need for additional
changes to the system and new cable runs. Visionary
PacketAV Matrix Series integrated seamlessly with
the Q-SYS platform. Using QSC’s touch screens
with live video thumbnails creates a simplified user
experience with instant feedback by displaying each
video source available.”
Visionary's 4K UHD over IP PacketAV Matrix Series
encoders and decoders redefine traditional switch
matrix systems to create a flexible, scalable, cinemaquality solution for IP networks. The PacketAV
endpoints offer ultra-low latency with unlimited
distribution capabilities. Utilizing existing network
resources, the encoders and decoders can be
rapidly deployed to enable cost-effective distribution
of multi-channel Dante/AES67 audio and video over
IP. Find more information on the PacketAV Matrix
Series here.
Visionary
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PSNI Global Alliance Adds Audinate as Global Preferred Vendor Partner
market opportunities, cultivating deeper relationships
and increased sales within member organizations.
PSNI’s Preferred Vendor Partners and its Certified
Solution Providers (CSPs) collaborate closely to
ensure best-in-class solutions on the market.

GLOBAL: PSNI Global Alliance, the global network

of premier technology integrators and service
providers, continues to expand its worldwide
presence and portfolio as it welcomes Audinate as a
global Preferred Vendor Partner (PVP).
The PSNI Global Alliance Preferred Vendor Partner
Program connects vendors and integrators to pursue

As a Preferred Vendor Partner, Audinate joins
PSNI’s wide-ranging portfolio across the world. Tom
Roberts, PSNI Global Alliance Director of Vendor
Programs said: “The Audinate brand needs little
introduction to those in professional AV circles and
we are thrilled to welcome them as an Alliance
PVP. Along with their renowned and respected
Dante protocol, Audinate have an exciting vision
for the future, and we are excited to see where our
combined strengths take us in coming years.”
PSNI

40 YEARS
est. 1981
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L-Acoustics K3 Installed in Hanoi’s Military Theatre

Early on, Le nurtured strong partnerships with
the military, and ProAVL Vietnam has consistently
provided the best solutions in sound for a range of
military theatres and productions over the years.
“When the director of the Hanoi military theatre
expressed his wish to enhance and replace the
sound system previously installed, which had
begun to degrade in quality, I introduced to him my
proudest option, the L-Acoustics K3 system,” Le
says.

VIETNAM: Dotted throughout Vietnam, the

government has built private theatres to host regional
and national cultural performances for the country’s
military. These 700-seat venues serve government
officials and military leaders with regular programmes
of choir performances that convey messages of
patriotism and national pride by promoting the
unique history and culture of the Vietnamese
republic. One such theatre in the vibrant capital of
Hanoi recently received an upgrade to its sound
system, installing the new K3 line source array,
integrated by local L-Acoustics Certified Provider
Distributor, ProAVL Vietnam.
ProAVL Managing Director Thang Le has been an
L-Acoustics user for over a decade, turning to the
manufacturer’s sound systems for their quality and
flexibility for projects that spanned installations in
civic venues and high-end residential markets, as
well as for live events. “L-Acoustics has a longstanding history of innovation. Since our company
was involved in a wide range of productions in highly
visible public places, I needed to leave a strong
impression on customers by introducing high quality,
innovatively designed products from L-Acoustics to
the local market,” reveals Le.
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“When introducing L-Acoustics, we take pride that
any loudspeaker, big or small, carries the unique
L-Acoustics sonic signature. The K3 is L-Acoustics’
newest product of line array systems. It perfectly
met the criteria set out by the theatre, due to
its compact size, and full-range sound, without
compromising sound quality. On top of that, the K3
is also suitable for mobile performances, making it
available for shows taking place in other recreational
venues serving the military.”
The government projects for the military consistently
required appropriate logistical protocols by the team
at ProAVL Vietnam. “It is not always easy to carry out
government projects such as working on the military
theatre. The Ministry of National Defense requires us
to be a certified distributor of any particular product,
and possess at least five years of experience in
providing performance audio equipment,” reveals Le.
Using L-Acoustics Soundvision 3D modelling
software to carefully calculate optimal sound
coverage in the theatre, ProAVL Vietnam installed
a system consisting of six L-Acoustics K3 per side,
along with four KS28 subwoofers providing definition
to the low frequencies. The full rig is powered by four
LA12X amplified controllers.
“We are very pleased with the results of this project
for the military theatre. Moreover, the feedback we
got from the in-house sound engineers, and some
audiences at the theatre were positive,” concludes
Thang Le.
L-Acoustics
NOVEMBER 2021
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German Centre Beijing Selects Sennheiser’s TCC2

CHINA: The German Centre Beijing provides

modern office spaces, offers conference and
meeting facilities, and supports companies with
practical advice and services. Located at the
heart of Beijing’s business and diplomatic district,
the German Centre takes care of the complete
workspace infrastructure, so that tenants can entirely
focus on their business. Since 1999, more than 500
companies have used the German Centre Beijing
to start and grow their business in China. Currently,
its 17,000 sqm space is home to more than 70
companies.
The German Centre offers different types of meeting
rooms and facilities for both offline and online
meetings and activities – in perfect sync with the
needs of their tenants. Recently, the German Centre
Beijing has installed two Sennheiser TeamConnect
Ceiling 2 (TCC2) units in its ‘Stuttgart’ meeting room
to improve the hybrid meeting and conferencing
experience. Jochen Tenhagen
“With the COVID-19 pandemic, many meetings
have moved online. We saw a huge increase in
the demand for better meeting room audio and
conferencing solutions to support this ‘new normal’,”
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said Jochen Tenhagen, Managing Director of the
German Center Beijing.
The 72 sqm Stuttgart meeting room seats up to 50
people and is used for a variety of functions and
business meetings. The room can be expanded into
a larger conference area for up to 100 participants
with different seating configurations.
A flexible and powerful audio and conferencing
solution
TCC2 proved to be the perfect audio and
conferencing solution for this space thanks to its
adaptive beamforming technology and TruVoicelift
functionality, which significantly increases speech
intelligibility in a meeting or conference room,
allowing participants to be heard clearly from every
corner of the room.
“TCC2 has enabled a truly contactless and wireless
experience for our tenants, which has greatly
reduced hygiene risks. The dynamic beamforming
technology automatically follows the active speaker’s
voice, allowing them freedom of movement in the
room. Most importantly for us, this meant that the
NOVEMBER 2021
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configuration of the room is flexible, and changing it
will not impair the audio quality,” explained Jochen
Tenhagen. With TCC2, it is also possible to define
advanced exclusion zones within the meeting room
to eliminate unwanted noise sources and a priority
zone for uninterrupted speech pick-up.

With the upgrade of the Stuttgart meeting room,
TCC2 has not only made remote conferencing more
convenient but also elevated the in-room audio
capabilities for live events and meetings. In fact, the
Stuttgart meeting room has now become the most
popular meeting room at the German Centre Beijing.

Users of the Stuttgart meeting room can now
participate in meetings in a stress-free
environment and can be confident that they would
not miss any key information due to poor sound
quality. Participants and guest speakers who join
an event remotely will enjoy the same great sound
quality: TCC2 will reliably pick up all speakers within
a room and make the remote experience more lifelike and engaging.

“I’m really happy with Sennheiser’s TCC2. We
can now hear each other clearly from every part
of the room, without the need to handle handheld
microphones. The conferencing experience for
participants who attend meetings and events virtually
has also improved greatly with TCC2. Regardless
of whether two or twenty participants attend, the
sound quality of our virtual meetings is comparable
to face-to-face meetings. I am very satisfied with
this partnership with Sennheiser,” added Jochen
Tenhagen.

The TCC2 is embedded in the meeting room ceiling
and the installation was easy and straightforward.
The integration of TCC2 with other solutions such
as the Q-SYS Core 110f processor from QSC and
Clickshare CX-30 conferencing solution from Barco
was seamless, and together, they form an integrated
smart system that can be controlled using the
Crestron control panel.

The German Centre Beijing is confident that its
tenants will continue to benefit from TCC2. TCC2 is
compatible with leading video collaboration platforms
such as Zoom and Tencent Meeting and is certified
for Microsoft Teams when deployed with Microsoftcertified DSPs.
Sennheiser
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Vogel’s Expands Asian Distribution

Vogel’s has appointed Singapore-based Mindstec
Asia as distributors of their professional range of
high-quality mounting and support solutions for the
professional and consumer audio-video industry
in the South-East Asian region. Founded in 1973,
Vogel’s is in the mounting solutions business making
it one of the most sought after brands globally.
Vogel’s R&D facility in the Netherlands is the largest
in the EU.
“This partnership between
Mindstec and Vogel’s brings
together great synergy. With
Mindstec’s experience in the
AV mounting solutions space
and Vogel’s unmatched quality
and construction from the EU,
the Asian region can be expanded
with the highest quality mounting solutions in the
region,” says Abdul Wahab, C.E.O. of Mindstec.

“We are glad to have a
strong partner in the Asian
region like Mindstec Asia
come into partnership with
us. We’ve had numerous
requests lately for better
build quality of AV mounts
and solutions incorporating
newer technologies via app
control including motorized
wall mounts and trolleys for the Asian market. All of
Vogel’s brackets are certified to European safety
standards for both endurance and load testing. This
has now become a vital requirement for the high
standards expected from consultants, installers
and systems integrators in the region,” says Gerdi
Vogels, CEO of Vogel’s Products BV.
“We are really excited to be representing such a
prestigious brand for the South-East Asian markets.
With the demand from many partners for better
quality and cost-effective mounting
solutions, we are excited with this
partnership. I am confident that many of
our partners are going to provide much
more complete solutions now that some of
the competition lacks.” shares Davwinder
Sheena, Regional Director for Mindstec
Asia.
Vogel’s
Mindstec
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ScreenBeam Announces General
Availability of ScreenBeam Conference

ScreenBeam Conference runs on top of OS-native
wireless display technology, eliminating user contact
with dongles, buttons, cables, and room control
systems. This versatile experience is delivered
in conjunction with ScreenBeam 1100 Plus, the
industry’s most flexible turnkey collaboration
platform.
ScreenBeam Conference is available as free software
when used in conjunction with ScreenBeam 1100
Plus. Customers are not charged any licensing fees
for this solution. In fact, over a three-year period,
ScreenBeam customers gain a significant TCO
advantage of up to 3X savings over competitive
offerings.

ScreenBeam Inc., has announced immediate
availability of ScreenBeam Conference for Windows
10, and beta support for macOS devices.
ScreenBeam Conference wirelessly connects
meeting participants to the in-room display and
USB AV peripherals for a seamless bring your own
meeting (BYOM) web conferencing experience.
Users gain a completely contactless experience with
an agnostic solution that works with all major video
conferencing services.
“Enabling the hybrid workforce to be successful
requires technology that is flexible for different
situations and simple enough for any presenter
to use,” said Scott La, Director PLM and Support.
ScreenBeam Conference users can easily host or
join a web conferencing meeting with their own
device while taking advantage of the room audio and
video peripherals. This solution delivers the flexibility
needed to enable equitable meeting experiences
between remote and in-person participants no
matter the room set-up with personal choice of web
conferencing platform.
With ScreenBeam Conference, a host device
wirelessly connects to the in-room display, camera,
microphone, and soundbar providing flexibility
beyond that of traditional UC room systems. This
solution works with all major web conferencing
services including Teams, Zoom, GoToMeeting,
and more to deliver agnostic conferencing support.
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ScreenBeam Conference

Analog Way Announces Major Updates
For Midra 4K Presentation Switchers

Analog Way announces the release of a major
software update for the Midra 4K range of
presentation switchers with more than 20 new
features, including IP streaming, support of the
RC400T event controller and live background content
on Pulse 4K.
Ideally tailored to small/medium-sized fixed
installations and live environments, the Midra
4K series offers the highest reliability, the lowest
latency, unrivalled ease of use, optimal image quality
NOVEMBER 2021
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and state-of-the-art live 4K processing features.
The range includes four products: QuickVu 4K,
QuickMatrix 4K, Pulse 4K and Eikos 4K.
With the 2.0 software release, the Midra 4K series
now offers an IP streaming functionality, allowing any
input or output to broadcast over IP. The streaming
feature could be used to feed an online web service
such as YouTube, Facebook and Twitch.tv, distribute
the content over a private network, display the
content or edit it thanks to software like OBS Studio.
The Midra 4K switchers also can now be operated
by the powerful RC400T event controller designed
to greatly increase the level of operational efficiency
and give instant access to crucial functionalities such
as screens, layers, sources and memories.
Additionally, with the 2.0 software release, live
sources can now be used in the background set for
the Pulse 4K multi-layer video mixer and seamless
presentation switcher.
Many other improvements are available in this
version, such as the integration of high frame rates
up to 144HZ, new HDCP policy management,
support of the https protocol and more.
To discover all the benefits of this new software
version and to download it, please visit link below
Midra 4K Presentation Switchers

ARX Systems Launch Updated USB DI-Q
Application Specific USB – Analogue
Interface
ARX Systems has announced the release of an
updated version of the popular USB DI-Q USBAnalogue interface. Originally designed by
ARX in response to a specific request from the
Australian Court System, the USB DI-Q provides a
straightforward interfacing solution for the secure
playback and monitoring of audio files. The updated
front panel annotation on the new version of the
USB DI-Q make this interface suitable for use in a
wider range of applications, including corporate and
education.
NOVEMBER 2021

The USB DI-Q allows the user to monitor and Cue
audio files in a closed headphone environment and
switch/ enable the audio output to a public address
/ sound system as required. The simplicity of the
setup of the USB DI-Q means that this product can
be integrated easily into the existing AV infrastructure
of a building. The USB Q also features a transformer
balanced Output providing the isolation required
to eliminate earth loops / ground hum and other
extraneous noise and distortion. Once in place, the
USB – DI-Q only requires touch button operation, and
the simple user interface means that it is easy to use
by non-technical operators.
The USB DI-Q is ideal for interfacing any USB
equipped computer (especially notebook computers)
with the balanced inputs of professional sound
systems. The USB DI-Q installs as a fully compatible
‘Plug and Play’ generic USB audio device, requiring
no special driver program installation on Mac OSX,
Windows XP, 7/8/10 and includes a premium quality
USB-A to USB-B cable.
The front panel features an overall Playback Volume
control for both headphone and XLR outputs and an
“enable audio to room” Switch and indicator LED.
The rear panel has a Type B USB input socket &
LED status LED, Summed (mono) Output XLR with
Groundlift switch and a 6.5mm / 1/4" Headphone
Output socket.
ARX
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Prysm Systems Streamlines Immersive
Display Experience with All-In-One
Single Room Solution

Prysm Systems Inc., announces the All-In-One Single
Room solution, a simplified, on-premise deployment
designed to streamline customer data privacy and
security. The All-In-One provides customers with a
preconfigured system that delivers an immersive
experience — enhancing collaboration between inperson and remote participants.
The All-In-One is the latest addition to the Prysm
Application Suite family of products. This preconfigured software/appliance package includes a
collaboration server and a front-end client software
automated by Prysm Systems to streamline and
simplify on-site installation for customers. The AllIn-One appliance utilizes a unique USB device to
provide a superior level of data security. The solution
comes with a single room license and up to 10 user
licenses that allow the users to log in via the primary
display or web browser. The All-In-One features
persistent project data to enable users to easily
access action items or previous meeting notes ahead
of the next meeting.
Coupled with a durable touch-screen display, a
bezel-free, seamless picture and a rollable design,
the All-In-One commissioning powerful visual
elements and collaboration through engaging
presentations with a simplified user experience.
Prysm Systems / All-in-One
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VuWall Expands VuScape Family With
Compact and Affordable VS10 Video
Wall Controller

VuWall announced its new VuScape VS10 Video
Wall Controller. The compact and powerful VS10
is designed for small to medium size video wall
deployments, powering up to 16 displays. It can be
used as a destination or to capture and manage
hybrid AV, IP, and IT sources, including web pages,
RSS feeds, VNC, and more, allowing them to be
encoded and distributed in an AV-over-IP-only
infrastructure.
Among the most versatile video wall controllers
available on the market, the VS10 can also be used
as a complete video wall processor. It features
four 4K outputs, allowing it to be used as a KVM
workstation; decode ADDERLink ipeps+; perform
VNC network capture; integrate with Milestone and
Genetec video management systems; and decode
IP cameras, websites, and local applications. The
compact form factor allows the VS10 to be installed
directly behind displays in scenarios where space is
an issue. Easy to install, and with inventory to store, it
can be replaced on the fly.
VuWall
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Outline’s New Architectural Series: Invisible Never Sounded So Good
symmetrically arranged within
an enclosure, can almost
completely eliminate unwanted
lobing effects in the radiating
sphere of a loudspeaker.

Outline are delighted to announce the launch of their
all-new Architectural Series, a range of loudspeakers
designed specifically to enable integrators to
meet the aesthetic and performance demands of
architects, interior designers and clients who want
the ultimate in discreet, high-performance audio
systems.
Comprising four loudspeakers (the Ai41 and Ai81
ultra-compact columns, the Charlie 4 cube and the
dedicated AS6 micro-sub) plus a complementary
selection of mounting accessories, the primary focus
of the new range is, like all Outline products, on
premium sound quality.
Despite their diminutive size, each of the mid-high
modules delivers perfectly balanced audio, whether
from playback or ‘live’, while the AS6 dedicated
subwoofer provides low-frequency reinforcement that
totally belies its dimensions. All four also produce
maximum SPLs far in advance of what one might
reasonably expect from such a design.
The remarkable performance of the mid-high
modules Ai41 and Ai81 is made possible by Outline’s
inclusion of an ‘MTM’ configuration of midrange and
HF elements that delivers extraordinary imaging
and precision coverage from such a small unit. This
proven design, in which multiple transducers are
NOVEMBER 2021

This is a key factor in
the system’s exceptional
intelligibility, particularly for
speech, which makes it perfect
for projects where that must
be achieved with minimumpossible visual impact examples include meeting
and presentation spaces,
houses of worship, museums
and boardrooms. Its ability to reproduce music to
a hi-fi standard further extends its usefulness into
applications including domestic installations, hotels,
retail and leisure.
The entire range also features an impressive degree
of water resistance, which makes it an obvious
choice for high-humidity locations such as spas,
swimming pools, leisure centres, gyms and sports
clubs.
All four modules are fully passive, so minimising the
number of amplifier channels required to operate
them effectively and Outline’s own L3000 (l3000.
outline.it) super-compact DSP-equipped power
amplifier is the ideal partner for the most unobtrusive
installations.
With the new Architectural Series Outline have
combined Italian design flair with world-class
acoustic engineering to produce an innovative
and incredibly useful series of products for the
system integrator - elegance and function in perfect
harmony.
Outline
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Microsoft Teams Brings Full Compatibility Extron is Now Taking Orders for the SF
with NDI 5 for Webinars and Broadcasts 28PT High Performance 8" SoundField
Pendant Speaker

NDI a Vizrt Group brand, is now fully compatible with
Microsoft Teams — allowing Teams users to harness
the full capabilities of NDI 5 enabled technologies for
broadcasts, webinars, and other video applications.
NDI 5 is a high-performance connectivity and control
standard allowing NDI devices to operate on a single
IP network to provide real-time, ultra-low latency
video production.
Effective immediately, Microsoft Teams and NDI
5 work seamlessly together to ensure better
privacy and security for users. The enhanced NDI
Tools available with NDI 5 unlocks new live video
production and remote capabilities for Microsoft
Teams. These new capabilities are easily enabled
and configured within Teams through the NDI
permissions options within the meetings settings.
“For years we’ve worked with our close partners at
Microsoft to bring NDI support to Microsoft Teams.
This announcement, thanks to NDI 5, delivers
full integration between Microsoft Teams and the
best broadcast equipment available,” says Dr.
Andrew Cross, President of Global Research and
Development at Vizrt. “Whether virtualizing a town
hall meeting or sales event, producing a professional
grade broadcast or sharing a high school production
with a broad online community, NDI 5 and Microsoft
Teams empowers users to make most of every
moment — and share it professionally with larger
audiences.”

Extron is pleased to
announce that they are
now taking orders for the
SF 28PT, a two-way pendant
loudspeaker for impactful music or
program playback in high-ceiling
and open-ceiling applications.
Featuring a silk dome
tweeter and powerful
8" woofer, the SF 28PT
brings studio quality
sound to pendant
speaker applicaitons.
Taking inspiration
from modern
pendant lighting, the
SF 28PT offers the
same architecturally
clean, patent pending
design as the rest of the Extron
pendant family. The SF 28PT is available in black
or white and is paintable to fit in with any décor.
The included Extron-exclusive PendantConnect™
speaker cable combines the speaker wires and steel
support cables within a single outer jacket, providing
a finished installation that is clean and secure. The
UL listed SF 28PT offers both direct 8 ohm and
70/100 volt operation.
"For larger spaces and more demanding
requirements, the SF 28PT offers a higher power
solution that retains the architecturally discreet
design we established with the SF 26PT and SF
3PT," says Casey Hall, Vice President of Sales
and Marketing at Extron. "We are excited for our
customers to hear this new addition to our successful
family of SoundField pendant speakers."
Extron/SF 28PT

NDI
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HARMAN Professional Solutions Debuts New JBL Professional Control Contractor
Series Offerings

HARMAN Professional Solutions has introduced the
JBL-LCT 81C/TM metric lay-in ceiling tile speaker
and the JBL-MTC-CSTeth1 retrofit safety tether for
JBL Control 10, 20 and 40 Series ceiling speakers
with press-in grilles.

JBL Senior Manager, Installed Loudspeakers. “The
JBL-LCT 81C/TM drops right into standard metric
ceiling grids, for fast, neat installation that doesn’t
require cuts or modifications to the ceiling and
doesn’t contaminate the client’s space.

The LCT 81C/TM delivers high output and
exceptional intelligibility for classrooms, offices,
paging systems, airports, retail stores and any
place where speech and music clarity are critical.
This discreet, low-profile speaker features a highly
efficient 200 mm (8-inch) dual-cone driver with 1-inch
voice coil and high-performance transformer. Its wide
100-degree conical dispersion pattern translates to
broader coverage with fewer speakers, and its high
96 dB sensitivity means loud and clear sound even at
low tap settings.

“These speakers really check all the boxes: They’re
efficient and affordable, sound great, and can be
installed in minutes. And now, with a metric version,
anyone in the world can take advantage of their
clarity and versatility.”

Installation is quick and easy: Simply remove a
standard 600mm x 600mm ceiling tile and lay the
speaker in its place. With a shallow depth of just
103 mm (4.1 inches), the JBL-LCT 81C/TM can be
installed where deeper loudspeakers can’t fit—even
in ceiling spaces with HVAC ducts, plumbing and
other obstructions. Because the speaker looks like a
ceiling vent, it’s ideal for venues where the architect
or visual designer doesn’t want the appearance of a
ceiling speaker. Use the JBL-LCT 81C/TM on either
a 70V or 100V distributed speaker line or at low
impedance, for maximum versatility.
“Most in-ceiling speakers require a highly skilled
installer to measure and cut precise speaker holes
into ceiling tiles, which is a messy, expensive, timeconsuming process,” said Rick Kamlet, HARMAN/
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When it comes to installs, safety comes first. The
JBL-LCT 81C/TM is UL1480 and UL2043 certified,
allowing use in ceiling plenum spaces where
certifications are required. Two safety seismic
attachment tabs are provided for securing to a
ceiling deck.
JBL Professional also introduced the JBL-MTCCSTeth1 retrofit safety tether for JBL Control 10, 20
and 40 Series ceiling speakers with press-in grilles.
This durable, reliable safety tether is constructed
from strong, highly flame-resistant aramid fiber cord
and is virtually invisible and acoustically transparent.
The JBL-MTC-CSTeth1 is sold in packs of ten and
supports JBL Control 10 Series, Control 20 Series
and Control 40 Series speaker lines.
Harman Professional Solutions
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Xilica Launches Sonia CatX-based Ceiling Speaker System

Xilica has launched Xilica Sonia, a range of
networked amplifiers and ceiling speakers for ITfriendly collaboration spaces. The Xilica Sonia
series modernizes installed audio systems for the
networked architectures common in today’s meeting
and learning spaces, and strengthens Xilica’s value
proposition as a complete solutions provider for
corporate, education and government customers.
The initial Xilica Sonia series includes the Sonia C5,
a compact 5.25” in-ceiling speaker with a wide, even
dispersion pattern that enables fewer speakers in
large spaces, such as classrooms and legislative
chambers. Sonia C5 is powered by Xilica’s new
Sonia Amp, a PoE+-enabled amplifier with integrated
network switch that can power up to eight Sonia
C5 speakers in daisy-chain. With four individual
channels, one Sonia Amp can also power Sonia C5
speakers across four neighboring meeting rooms,
creating additional cost savings and deployment
simplicity.

array, such as the Sennheiser TeamConnect Ceiling
2, which creates a single CatX drop to the ceiling
for a full room audio system. Additionally, standard
Category cable connectivity between Sonia Amp and
Sonia C5 eliminates the need for traditional, polarized
speaker wire, power calculations, and proprietary
installation practices by IT technicians.
For greater simplicity in installation, Sonia C5 and
Sonia Amp are Plenum-rated and feature integrated
mounting capabilities that allow Sonia Amp to be
affixed to the rear of a Sonia C5 speaker, eliminating
the need for external amplifier racks. Sonia C5 offers
a removable, magnetic and fully-paintable grille
with detachable logo to blend into any space, and
when paired with Xilica Solaro DSPs, Xilica’s new
VoiceMatch technology optimizes room audio and
acoustics to ensure highly intelligible speech.
Xilica

The Xilica Sonia Series follows the IT-friendly design
that began with Xilica Solaro DSPs and the recentlyintroduced family of Xilica Gio networked endpoints.
Sonia Amp’s integrated network switch features a
PoE port suitable for serving both power and Dante
networked audio to a ceiling-mounted microphone
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LEA Professional Provides New Upgrades to Web UI Interface and Cloud Platform

LEA Professional has unveiled new upgrades to its
Cloud and Web UI platforms to provide customers
with a seamless, accessible, and flexible user
experience with the upgrade to version 3.0.0.0
firmware for the Connect Series products.
The LEA Professional Web UI allows users to get a
clear status check of every amplifier connected to the
network and a status of every channel on any given
amp to monitor channel performance. In addition,
the platform gives users the capacity to view and
adjust channel settings such as input settings, signal
generator, crossover, equalizer, limiter, and load
monitoring.
Some of the new 3.0.0.0 firmware upgrades to
the interface include a new home page design
with intuitive icons to allow integrators to get the
information they need within one glance such as the
model ID, and improved network status as well as
new amplifier sorting options.
“Our main goal is to provide a product that
supports system integrators and helps make their
jobs easier,” said Bradley Drummond, Director,
Application Engineering & Consultant Relations at
LEA Professional. There are several benefits that
accompany the use of a Web UI and Cloud control
interface, and we know our customers are going to
appreciate the simplicity and effectiveness that these
updates will provide.”

In addition to the Cloud updates, LEA customers in
Mainland China can now utilize the LEA Cloud locally
using the AWS China region by creating an account
on leaprofessional-cloud.cn. This allows seamless
remote control and monitoring within Mainland China
for Connect Series amplifiers.
New upgrades to the LEA UI include:
A new Home Page featuring additional system
indicators including an Internet Accessible icon that
shows that the system is connected to the internet;
Explain Power icons that indicate power source in
use; a Wi-Fi icon to show signal level. Within the
new Home Page, users can now sort devices by
IP address, and add device model names to the
address.
The new AMP Info Icon Page with "All Settings
Import/Export features (previously known as
Advanced Features) has been streamlined with an
added 802.1X information screen with three modes
available: (TLS, PEAP, TTLS).
Additional enhancements and new features include
more detailed information and flexibility in the
system's Amp Settings, Network Settings, Input
Section, Crossover, and EQ settings, all of which can
be found in the amplifier’s browser-based Web UI
or from the LEA Cloud platform at leaprofessional.
cloud or leaprofessional-cloud.cn for users in
China.
LEA Professional
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Crestron Strengthens the Hybrid Meeting Experience with Intelligent Video

Crestron is enhancing the Crestron Flex platform with
new intelligent video support from partners Jabra
and Huddly to facilitate equitable and productive
meetings both in-office or at-home. As businesses
shift to a hybrid-first environment, where seamless
collaboration between dispersed teams is a top
priority, one of the biggest challenges has been
ensuring every person in the meeting has an equal
seat at the table.
Room systems with intelligent audio and video
features, paired with the software innovations from
meeting service providers, such as Microsoft Teams
and Zoom Rooms platforms, ensure all meeting
participants can easily contribute and productively
collaborate. The Crestron Flex platform ties it all
together, providing purpose-built devices for every
space and application, while delivering a consistent
user experience throughout the organization. By
standardizing on Crestron Flex, enterprises can
deliver a successful meeting experience across the
office, from the largest board room to rotating hot
desks and huddle spaces, as well as easy scalability
and support via Crestron XiO Cloud® remote
management software.
The addition of intelligent video integration to
the Crestron Flex platform offers several features
that enhance the video conferencing experience,
including:
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• People counting and face framing – Intelligent
cameras recognize each participant in the room and
provide a single image of each participant as well
as a full room view to ensure each participant, both
locally and remote, have an equal seat at the table.
• Full room view– Integrated real-time video stitching
gives a full 180˚ view of the room, fully optimizing
small spaces for better video conferencing,
ensuring every person can be seen clearly, all while
maintaining proper social distancing protocols.
• Whiteboard Sharing – Whiteboards are a key
collaboration tool, however with hybrid meetings,
remote participants are often left in the dark and
cannot view the content on the whiteboard in the
room. Whiteboard Sharing enables participants to
view and share content from up to three whiteboards
digitally, extending the functionality and usability of
whiteboard collaboration to outside the room.
• Analytics – Capture data and analytics of room
utilization, occupancy, and people counting to
provide better insight into how your spaces are
being used which enables more efficient real estate
planning and budgeting.
Crestron/Flex
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Meyer Sound Constellation Acoustic System Marks 15th Anniversary

Telstra Customer Insight Centre

Widely regarded by acoustical consultants and
end-users alike as the gold standard for acoustic
systems, Meyer Sound’s Constellation acoustic
system, introduced in 2006, has earned acceptance
across a broadening range of applications in
classrooms, boardrooms, houses of worship, and
restaurants alongside the technology’s initial focus
on performing arts centres and music venues.
“Constellation earned its outstanding reputation
simply because it works so brilliantly,” says
Constellation Project Director John Pellowe.
“In the musical world, it offers unrivalled ability to
enhance critical listening for both performers and
audience. This ability, combined with its reputation
for transparent, natural sound comparable with the
world’s finest concert halls, has attracted praise
from some of the world’s leading artists, including
orchestral conductors like Michael Tilson Thomas,
Vladimir Spivakov, Kent Nagano and Rafael Payare
as well as musicians like pianist Leif Ove Andsnes
and violinist Joshua Bell. They have fallen in love
with Constellation because it allows them to hear the
NOVEMBER 2021

music they are making in an optimum environment,
and audiences appreciate it for the same reason
— though audiences may not even be aware of
the system and the critical role it plays in their
appreciation of a performance.”
Constellation provides flexibility across a wide
spectrum of hall sizes and applications, from the
2,500 capacity Jakarta International Expo (JIExpo)
Theatre to the Seattle Symphony’s intimate, lowceiling Octave 9: Raisbeck Music Center, now
transformed into an ideal space for a variety
of chamber and experimental music concerts.
Constellation also expands dimensionality for
immersive spectaculars, including four resident Las
Vegas productions of Cirque du Soleil and two by
Dragone in China and Las Vegas.
Constellation has enhanced audience enjoyment
or enriched creative potentials in high-profile
installations like the San Francisco Symphony’s
innovative SoundBox, the New World Symphony’s
outdoor SoundScape Park WALLCAST, Nine Trees
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Octave 9: Raisbeck Music Center. Photo credit: Benjamin Benschneider

Shanghai Future Art Centre — the first Constellation
system in China — and a live audience broadcast
studio for a major US television network. Houses of
worship are employing the power and flexibility of
Constellation to improve congregational involvement
and to host both contemporary and traditional
worship in the same space.
The extraordinary acoustical flexibility afforded by
Constellation has provided solutions in applications
outside musical performance. In education, leading
institutions like University of Copenhagen’s Maersk
Tower research building and Sweden’s Karolinska
Institute medical school are using Constellation
to allow more direct and intimate communication
between students and professors in larger
classrooms and lecture halls. Constellation is also
employed to create multiple acoustical environments
for research in human hearing at McMaster University
in Hamilton, Ontario and Northwestern University in
Illinois.
Constellation has been adopted to improve corporate
communications in auditoriums (Telstra in Australia,
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for example) and boardrooms (Jyske Bank in
Denmark), while also offering push-button options
to convert the room into a performance venue for
company or community music ensembles. And
restaurants are now discovering the unique ability of
Constellation to create a lively acoustical ambience
while still allowing quiet, intimate conversations
among patrons.
Constellation’s unique capability to transform any
room’s acoustics allows architects to conceive
spaces differently from the outset, according to John
Pellowe. “The room acoustics are no longer dictated
by the physical structure alone,” he observes.
“Architects now can design performance spaces
with a lower room volume without compromising the
acoustics. This not only reduces construction costs
but also long-term energy use. More and more, we
are finding new performance spaces designed from
the outset for Constellation, as was the case with new
halls in Norway, Estonia, and Indonesia.”
According to Constellation Design Manager Pierre
Germain, that same power and flexibility can be
NOVEMBER 2021
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Jakarta International Expo Theatre. Picture courtesy of JIExpo.

applied to transform practically any structure into
a viable performance space. “National Sawdust in
Brooklyn was just that, a sawdust factory,” he notes.
“SoundBox in San Francisco was a rehearsal space,
and before that it was a warehouse. Increasingly,
acoustical consultants realize that, regardless of
what a building was originally intended to do, with
Constellation we can make it do things acoustically it
could never do before.”
For Germain, the past is prologue as the pace of
Constellation projects quickens in the post-pandemic
season. “It’s been quite a journey over the years,”
he says. “We’ve learned a lot, but we are continuing
to find ways to make the systems better and finish
them faster by applying the knowledge we’ve
accumulated.”
Germain also credits Constellation’s preeminent
reputation in the industry to the turnkey approach,
with no reliance on third-party manufacturers
outside of microphones conforming to Meyer Sound
specifications made by DPA. “It all goes back to
that core philosophy of John Meyer,” he reflects.
“The more we can control in house, the more we can
guarantee the end result.”
NOVEMBER 2021

Constellation is an electronically adjustable room
acoustic system that combines ambient sensing
microphones, advanced digital signal processing,
and a system of loudspeakers to modify the
reverberant characteristics of a space. With the push
of a touchscreen button, Constellation can tailor the
room acoustic to achieve optimum results for any
type of event. The same physical space can have
the natural acoustics of an ideal classroom, chamber
music hall, symphony hall or a vast cathedral.
Constellation is supplied as a turnkey solution, with all
hardware and software components supplied through
Meyer Sound, and with Meyer Sound’s Constellation
team responsible for design, supervision of
installation, and final commissioning and tuning.
At the heart of Constellation is the patented VRAS
(Variable Room Acoustic System) created by New
Zealand acoustician Dr. Mark Poletti. Since its
introduction in 2006, Meyer Sound Constellation
acoustic systems have been completed or are
currently underway in 27 countries on six continents.
Meyer Sound Constellation
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The Rise of Esports Entertainment Fuels AV System Opportunities

The League of Legends World Championship 2020 Finals held in Pudong Football Stadium in Shanghai features sound,
light and visual solutions to help create the perfect ambience for the audience. Picture courtesy of Riot Games.

The Esports industry is one of the fastest-growing
entertainment sectors in the world. According to
research by market research firm Futuresource,
esports revenue is expected to reach $1.8 billion
in 20231. While much of this revenue comes from
lucrative sponsorships, advertising revenue and toplevel cash prizes, a share of this cash flows right
into the hands of PRO-AV vendors.
The global audience for esports is expected to
reach 557 million by the end of 20212. The largest
competitions like The International and Intel Extreme
Masters regularly rake in millions of viewers and fill
stadiums the size of international football fixtures
or world cup finals. This offers huge opportunities
to those firms offering Pro-AV equipment, such as
sound systems, LED, lighting and large screens for
live entertainment and the broadcast of competitive
gaming leagues.
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What is Esports?
To understand how disruptive esports can be to the
sports entertainment market sector, it’s important to
understand exactly what the industry is and why it’s
so popular.
For the uninitiated, esports (or electronic sports)
describes the sporting competitions between
professional video game players. There is no set
game that esports players compete in. It is possible
to form esports leagues in any game where there
is a competitive or PvP (player-versus-player)
mechanic. Professional gamers compete against
other players or other teams in these games for a
large cash prize.
As previously mentioned, these competitive games
have huge spectator numbers – with many viewers
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favourite gaming athletes show off their pro-skills in
thrilling matches.
What does this mean for Pro-AV?
Many AV system integrators first took notice of the
disruptive impact of esports leagues during the
Coronavirus pandemic of 2020. With many major
sports competitions across the world like the 2020
AFC Solidarity Cup or UEFA Euros 2020 being
cancelled, and entertainment venues closed during
lockdowns, many viewers turned to Esports to feed
their love of competitive sports. The International,
Dota 2’s largest esports competition, reached an
insane 2.74 million viewers online. As the world
opens back up again and stadiums are open for
spectators, it’s time to take a serious look at the role
AV can play in delivering out-of-this-world esports
experiences.
Esports relies heavily on AV systems
Esports is one of the heaviest users of AV systems
– and the use of water-tight microphone sound
systems and display technology is required to craft
the experiences needed to facilitate sports as live
events.
Esports competitions used to be far smaller than
what they are right now. These smaller-scale
events were housed in venues akin to television
studios or movie theatres –housing only a few live
spectators with larger online audiences through
internet broadcasts on Twitch or YouTube. These
events tended to require traditional broadcast
AV equipment like TV cameras and microphones
feeding into internet live streaming systems. For live
spectators, conventional projectors like those found
in cinemas were used.
However, the esports landscape is now far different.
No longer is competitive gaming a fringe area of
gaming. With the largest esports competitions filling
stadiums like the 55,000-seater Arena Națională (The
International 2021), esports demands unique and
ground-breaking requirements from its AV solutions.
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Unlike traditional sports where the displays are only
used as aids, as the ‘sport’ aspect of competitive
gaming is digital, displays are required for live
spectators to watch the match. In many ways,
esports works more like a concert than a football
match. Given esports’s ability to rake in millions in
its online viewership, these displays – whether they
be LED screens or projections – will have to be large
and bright.
Also, as competitive games benefit from high frame
rates and response times are involved in the key
tactics used by esports players, these displays need
to support high refresh rates of at least 120Hz or
144Hz.
Further fuelling the argument that esports
competitions are more similar to concerts are their
lighting requirements. For example, for the Riot
Games’ League of Legends World Championship
2019, English lighting firm TSL Lighting delivered
a spectacular light show for its grand opening
ceremony – complete with holographic projections
interacting with real-life performers.
Broadcasting Esports
Many esports leagues in 2020 – for obvious reasons
– consisted of at-home broadcasts. As the esports
industry moves back to large-scale live events in
arenas and stadiums, the concerns of capturing and
live streaming such intricate events will become a
key challenge for AV integrators once again.
Connecting to millions of viewers at home in real
time, AV integrators will pair up to hundreds of
cameras with complex live broadcast systems
to meet the demands of esports leagues. Now, as
traditional television services in Southeast Asia begin
to open their eyes to the potential of broadcasting
esports coverage, these broadcast feeds must
match the requirements of traditional sports
coverage.
This includes seemingly simple questions like: How
do you show every player’s perspective? When
do you switch perspectives? What do you use as
the main point-of-view for viewers to reset their
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The League of Legends World Championship 2020 Finals held at the Pudong Football Stadium in Shanghai.
Picture courtesy of Riot Games.

perspective? This is unlike sports matches where
there is clearly one plane of view. These are issues
that must be sold by forward-thinking players in the
AV industry.
What next?
Prize draws and viewership of esports leagues will
continue to grow. Esports is a truly global sport with
players and teams coming from across the world to
take part in these competitive matches.
With the inclusion of esports in the coveted Southeast
Asian Games as its own sport’s category, it’s clear
that competitive gaming has a home in the traditional
sports AV ecosystem.

Whether competitions require holograms or large
projections – or even simple jumbo screens, it’s up
to clever AV firms to figure out how best to create
unforgettable experiences in live esports events and
solve the problems of broadcasting them to millions
across the world.
https://www.futuresource-consulting.com/
insights/esports-revenues-to-reach-1b-hugeopportunities-for-it-vendors-especially-ineducation/?locale=en

1

https://newzoo.com/insights/trend-reports/
newzoo-global-esports-market-report-2019-lightversion/
2

With competitions like the 2021 Honor of Kings
World Champion Cup holding its final in China’s
National Olympic Sports Center – esports presents
huge opportunities in Asia for forward-thinking AV
integrators to jump on the bandwagon and provide
innovative solutions to esports coverage.
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EEA to Build Integrated Esports Infrastructures Across Region

Graphic interpretation of the planned integrated development in Singapore. Picture courtesy of EEA.

Esports Entertainment Asia (EEA) is a Singaporebased company set up in 2019 with the bold vision
to build a comprehensive eco-system for esports in
Singapore as well as for the Asia region. Leveraging
strong capabilities and strategic partnerships in the
esports industry and beyond, EEA plans to execute
its vision of building a strong eco-system for esports
through 4 key thrusts over the next few years:

The big picture
Part of Esports Entertainment Asia's (EEA) vision is
to build a portfolio of sustainable recreation-centric
integrated developments that become iconic esports
entertainment venues across Asia's gateway cities.
EEA plans to achieve this by working with a strategic
partner in real estate fund management to launch the
Esports Entertainment Asia Venue Fund.

* Organize world-class esports events and
competitions across Asia
* Develop esports entertainment venues across
Asia’s gateway cities with the launch of the
Esports Entertainment Asia Venue Fund
* Build a Pan-Asia social platform for esports
enthusiasts to network and engage
* Nurture talents to meet the needs of the esports
industry by setting up a training academy

NOVEMBER 2021
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Johnny Ong , Co-Chairman of EEA elaborated,
"EEA has recently started to introduce the Esports
Entertainment Asia Venue Fund to select investors
and has received very good response so far. Most
real estate investors we spoke to have shown strong
interest in recreation-centric venues with a thematic
focus on esports and esports-related entertainment
concepts that serve as a key attraction to millennials
and families. These venues will be uniquely designed
to house the full spectrum of esports “work-live-playlearn” eco-systems under one roof. Each venue
will offer a Multi-Purpose Esports Arena; Esports
Business Hotel with esports-theme and gaming
facilities; Esports-thematic Retail and F&B, Esports
Training Academy, Flexible Co-Working Spaces
for Publishers, Developers, Brands, Platforms and
Athletes in the Esports and related industries.
With the strong growth of Esports in the region,
venues with good quality Esports content have
stronger pulling power, market branding and
positioning that can potentially contribute to higher
yields for investors."
Johnny added the Esports Entertainment Venue
Fund will invest and develop esports integrated
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developments across key Asia gate-way cities of
Singapore, Bangkok, Taipei, Kuala Lumpur, Jakarta,
Manila, Ho Chi Minh City, Phnom Penh, Shanghai,
Guangzhou, Beijing and India. The first Esports
venue is planned to be built in Singapore, which is
expected to become South East Asia’s Regional
esports Hub. The Singapore esports venue will
feature a 6,000 seat multi-purpose esports arena, a
400-room esports Business hotel, with office, retail,
restaurants and open community space for everyone.
Johnny further explained, “We plan to make this
a choice destination for millennials and families
- a place where people come to work, live, play,
learn and have fun. Esports competitions, product
launches and major events in the esports industry
will be held here in the Multi-Purpose esports arena,
with other entertainment events for millennials. We
will have a lot of community space for families and
common collaborative space for the esports fraternity
to congregate or just to hang out socially.
Many esports start-ups, game developers and
merchandise retailers are looking for a venue in
Singapore where they can share and thrive as a
cluster. Being close to their key customers will enable
them to understand their target demographics better.
NOVEMBER 2021
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Johnny Ong, Co-Chairman of EEA at Singapore’s largest esports experience centre that is partly being used as a test-bed
for the planned integrated developments within Asia.

Brands and IP owners can also reach out directly to
the esports community to better understand the everchanging trends in the esports landscape. We want
amateur players, hobbyists and families to come
to the venue to learn and understand esports and
responsible gaming in a communal setting. We will
have training facilities for those who want to develop
their skills and prepare themselves for the many new
job opportunities available in the Esports industry.
We are excited about these upcoming plans not only
for Singapore but the entire region.”
Employing the latest technologies in Audio/Visual/
Lighting at our venues
“We will employ the latest technologies and
equipment in audio/visual/lighting at our integrated
developments to enhance the multi-sensory
experience for esports players, the community
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audience and anyone who visits, uses or plays in our
development,” highlighted Johnny Ong.
“The integrated venues will be multi-purpose;
meaning they can easily accommodate concerts,
events and esports competitions. With that in mind,
we will need to ensure that our audio/visual/lighting
infrastructure and facilities are always kept up to
date to meet the needs of different events, including
broadcast studios and digital networks with highspeed connectivity. Audio, video and lighting all play
an important role in helping us create the perfect
atmosphere and immersive experience. Our planned
hotel, retail, F&B outlets will also need to be fitted
with state-of-the-art infrastructure to provide the best
multi-sensory immersive experience,” said Johnny.
EEA
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XON STUDIOS Drives the Future of Visual
Entertainment with AOTO LED Screen
Studio pleased with colour reproduction and brightness of LED screen that are truly lifelike

FACTFILE
Project Name: XON Studios
Project Location: South Korea
Project Segment: Entertainment
Project Highlights: 100sqm LED volume made
up of AOTO RM Series 2.3mm panels driven by
four 4K Tessera SX40 LED processing with eight
Tessera XD 10G data distribution units.
Project AV Brands: AOTO LED and Brompton
Processors and Data Distribution Units

Pushing the boundaries of entertainment
production, Xon Studios is one of South Korea’s
leading virtual production and XR stage studios
offering revolutionary creative solutions across film,
broadcast, animation, VFX, motion design, and
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immersive entertainment. The cutting-edge facility
originally made waves by becoming the first studio in
Korea to incorporate mixed reality (MR) technology,
with the studio’s creative ideas and execution
becoming synonymous with the future of visual
entertainment. In strong collaboration with Inster
Contents Group, which is leading the production of
Korean dramas, Xon Studios uses high-performing
AOTO LED screens and Brompton Tessera
processing for its giant LED volume as well as the
latest UE, disguise, and Mo-Sys camera tracking to
deliver its clients’ creative vision.
“Our AOTO panels’ refresh rate, scan rate and
colour performance were some of the key factors
that made the Xon Studios team choose our panels
for their cutting-edge facility,” says Frank Ou, Sales
Manager at AOTO Electronics. “We worked closely
with the Xon team to address multiple questions and
supported them with everything related to the screen,
structure and installation. Our client also received
great support from various Brompton team members
who all helped configure the LED volume so that Xon
NOVEMBER 2021
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Studios could make full use of Tessera features such
as Dark Magic, Pure Tone, HFR+ and others.”
The final setup comprises a 100sqm LED volume
made up of AOTO RM Series 2.3mm panels driven
by four 4K Tessera SX40 LED processing with eight
Tessera XD 10G data distribution units.
“When the new facility was opened, Xon Studios
deployed a competitor LED processing solution.
Shortly afterwards, and after seeing positive
feedback from several award-winning VFX houses
globally that all used Brompton processing for
their creative VP and XR immersive projects, the
team decided to switch to Tessera SX40, which is
considered a gold standard in LED processing,” says
Ou.
“Since then, the team hasn’t looked back, with AOTO
and Tessera offering the perfect combination for
Xon’s next generation digital stage and spearheading
the company into the new era of immersive visual
entertainment.”
The final installation of the screens and processing
was completed in mid-May, with everything running
smoothly and ‘zero failures’, according to Ou.
The studio has already been used for high-profile
NOVEMBER 2021
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projects with LG, Samsung, Munhwa Broadcasting
Corporation (MBC), Volkswagen Korea, and Netflix,
with many more productions planned for this year
and beyond.
“Compared to the previous LED system that was
used for ten months at Xon Studios, the current LED
setup with AOTO screens and Brompton Tessera
LED processing offers a significant advantage in
terms of image quality and over 50 percent increase
in performance,” says Chan Hee Jung, Inster CEO /
Xon CTO.
“Previously, while working with Netflix, we found
it challenging to express colour for HDR footage
with the old system. Now, colour reproduction
and brightness are truly lifelike, with the colour
reproduced on the LED screen closely matching the
colour displayed on the actual monitor. With the help
of Tessera processors, we were also able to address
artifacts such as flickering and moiré, as well as take
full advantage of many Tessera features such as
HFR+ which makes high speed shooting possible. In
short, we are very pleased with the system and will
continue exploring the creative opportunities it offers
to our clients.”
AOTO
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Kramer Urban Command Control Center Installation
Simplified operations and scalability impresses client

FACTFILE
Project Name: Urban Command Control Center
Project Location: Asia
Project Segment: Command and Control
Project Highlights: Installed solutions that
enable easy monitoring of spaces to improve
urban services
Key AV Brands: Kramer Electronics VIA
Presentation, Video wall switching, room
controller, audio and cable technologies
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Kramer Electronics successfully delivered and
deployed an urban command and control center
(CCC) solution to a regional government client in
an Asian country. More than 110 municipalities
under the government’s administration now use
a combination of Kramer’s advance wireless VIA
GO presentation and wired switcher, controller,
and audio technology in CCC rooms to meet the
government’s goals.
Each of the 111 local urban CCCs utilizes Kramer’s
reliable VIA presentation, Video Wall switching (VS88UHDA) room controller (SL-240C) audio (Tavor
6-0) and cable technologies.
Learn why this government client praised Kramer’s
AV technology solutions for addressing its objectives.
With CCCs spread across more than 110 areas, each
“will now be able to monitor [its] entire city with the
blink of an eye,” from residential centers to crowded
public spaces and markets.
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Project objectives
The government’s objective was to help 110+ local
municipalities improve their urban services in a
region that spans more than 160,000 sq. km. The
deployed Kramer technologies are already helping
each municipality manage, proactively prevent,
and respond to traffic problems (e.g., congestion,
road rage), investigate accidents and damages,
sanitation, drainage, water, and related matters.
This was the regional government’s first urban
command and control center. It wanted scalable
and flexible architecture that would integrate with
current and future AV technologies, advanced
communication networks, and data collaboration.
Kramer’s solutions addressed all of these needs.
The project requirements included having:
* CCC rooms at 111 urban municipalities across the
region.
* A large video wall in each location for viewing and
monitoring real-time CCTV feeds.
* A complete, simple, and easy-to-operate
installation.
* The ability to use existing infrastructure for different
scenarios (video conferences, presentations, remote
monitoring).
Kramer solution advantages
Kramer’s VIA GO wireless Presentation device
enables the client’s 111 municipalities to share their
achievements, welcome message, and any content
as digital signage on either one of the VS-88UHDA NOVEMBER 2021
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supported video wall displays or a single screen on
an entire 2x2 Video wall.
The government client can switch between Hardware
video conferences and Software video conferences
with a single click using the Kramer Control
interface for the SL-240C compact master/room
controller with PoE. The client uses the SL-240C’s
four RS-232 bidirectional control ports to control
devices for scaling and controlling each CCC room’s
video walls and displays.
Kramer auto-powered Tavor 6-0 two-way speakers
provide the client with crystal clear audio during
video conference calls and local presentations.
Praise for Kramer Command & Control Technologies
The client was impressed with how Kramer
technologies are already helping its municipalities
use each of their 111 new “state-of-the-art”
command and control centers to meet the regional
government’s objectives.
It noted that the combined Kramer VS-88UHDA and
SL-240C “Video Wall system” in the CCMC was
pivotal, and the latest technology was the need-ofthe-hour. With this Command Control Management
Center, less congestion and better development
is expected” across 111 urban municipalities. The
government can now efficiently “monitor the ongoing
Municipal department project activities across their
respective” locations.
Kramer
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An AV Wizardry: Scripting a Secret Story of Sound & Space
Systems Integrator achieves delectable sound within challenging architectural design
by Ram Bhavanashi

The centrepiece of Secret Story is touted as the tallest bar in Bengaluru.

FACTFILE
Project Name: Secret Story
Project Location: Bangalore, India
Project Segment: Entertainment
Architectural Design: Meenal Chopra
Systems Integrator: AV Wizard
Project Highlight: Installation of sound system
to fit in with the unique theme of the F&B space
Key AV Brands: JBL, Crown, Yamaha, Shure,
Epson
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At the first sound of its name, it spells magic! At the
first strike of its sight, it looks springing a magic wand
of a sort; at the first step into its space, it begins
weaving around a wonderment of a different kind; and
at the first shot at its appeal, it takes one to unravel a
Secret Story!
Yes. It is a Secret Story! Scripted together by a group
of enthusiastic GenNext F&B entrepreneurs, ably
contributed in structure & texture by a designer and
an AV Wizard. An otherwise routine AV install, it has a
great story to tell and elicit too from the enthusiasts.
An entirely new genre offering for the seeking souls
in Bengaluru India, the Secret Story is something for
everyone to explore. SI Asia does it this time for its
readers.
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Imagination often takes wings.
It often demands indulgence.
A newly-opened restaurant at
Indiranagar, in Bengaluru, has
redefined the scope of this blend.
Imagine brushing through an
Amazonian tropical rainforest;
seeking a rendezvous with
Bohemian environs; rubbing
shoulders with Victorian
sculptures; and looking up to a
la-Vegas kind of artificial sky roof
making the top of what is claimed
to be the tallest bar in the Garden
City!
Imagine syncing into a soothing sound while enjoying
a drink or a delicious byte amid such a setting even
as the design opulence takes over to reinforce a
story-telling mood. That’s what the Secret Story – a
new genre of bar and restaurant – creates for its
visitors, everytime.
Newest, and the fanciest draw in the Garden City,
the two-story restobar with a rich colour play of
themes and tenets is as good for its stimulating
sound reinforcement on the weekends and special
occasions.
‘We Tell Ourselves Stories in Order To Live,!’ begins
Deepthi Kat – one of the promoters of the Secret
Story – taking the famous lines and title of the literary
work by Joan Didion, alluding the importance of
storytelling instincts that convey the good, mediocre,
painful or fulfilling aspects of human experiencemore or less the same way as the 1930’s American
nonfiction novelist intended.
How does it connect to an F&B outlet, however new
genre it might be!
“Everyone has a story - great stories happen to those
who can tell them,” comes the assertion from the
young entrepreneur who is an important member
of a group of young F&B entrepreneurs with unique
identity of its own- having done a few signature F&B
outlets to its credit.
NOVEMBER 2021

The young F&B entreprenuers of Secret Story.

The group comprising Anuh Chug, Varun Chug,
Gaurav Parikh and Ketul Parikh, apart from
Deepthi had a nice fusion of minds on creating the
Secret Story- with each of the Partners contributing
their ideas with the theme, material, interiors etc,
contributing to a combined vision.
“We have collectively amalgamated a high- energy
lounge & bar theme to make one’s story telling
experience an irresistible one,” she unravels the
secret of the latest story. ‘Secret Story’ is a unique
concept where we intend to help people connect with
their story- whether told or untold.”
Scripted by design to excite human story-sharing
moods, the Secret Story essentially creates two
vibes. “One, we have strategically merged luxury and
magnificence to make one’s story telling experience
simply nonpareil,” Deepthi further unravels. “The
other is with an enclosed glass rooftop with an
opulent, yet, calming tropical ambiance in order
to make one’s dining and partying experiences
ecstatic.”
While that being the design part, the gourmet cuisine
is the other, with the very naming Bhola and Blonde
– standing alongside the Secret Story – for symbolic
blend of East & West in English, typifying a particular
stylization.
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“Our team of tasteful chefs carefully work to create
a blend of modern European cuisines, progressive
Indian, Cantonese and Asian Cantonese, yet wellpresented cuisines that creates a feel of relishing
perfection.”
So, the secret of the story begins setting in right from
the ground up where a typically stylized architecture
greets the visitors. The Bhola & Blonde occupy the
2nd floor, with a typical peacock feather theme all
around, and a small entertainment podium at the
facing glass wall.
Moving up from there begins the ‘wired writing on the
wall’- And So Begins the Story – leading into the high
energy restobar that occupies the third and fourth
floors of the edifice.
Designed by Mumbai-based architect Meenal
Chopra, the architectural appeal with European
elements, and tropical feel finishes creates a typified
sync of senses. A very clever exploit of the appeal
with the wood, glass, fabric, and PoP sculptures – all
weave around an inviting ambience enough to excite
a storytelling by anyone!
Talk to Narendra
Nair, the chief of AV
Wizard, Bengaluru
– who designed the
audio system for the
characteristic place
– and he unravels
the secret of the
restobar’s sound
reinforcement.
“The setting was as challenging, as it was
fascinating,” Nair recalls. “The very design of the
space made it all- essentially a tropical matrix,
accentuated by Victorian finishes and Bohemian
features- a very distinct blend of architectural tenets,”
he elaborates. “Installing an audio system that befit
the setting is no mean a task- from both architectural
and acoustical fronts.”
According to him, the double-height ceiling of the
structure posed a lot of echo and eliminating that
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was a quite a task. For, the sheer focus on design
dexterity appeared to dent the acoustic pleasance.
However, the advantage of being with the place right
from its formative stage allowed the audio designer
to go about his task in tandem with the structural
designer, and without tampering with the interior
appeal.
Having gotten the job by a referral, the AV integrator
took up the challenge of living up to the expectationdeploy a sound system that does not disturb the
interiors, yet creates a delectable sound environment.
“We worked in close association with the architect,
and the promoters at every stage, so that the sound
system is in perfect sync with the specifications
of their brief,” informed the AV Wizard chief. “We
evolved a design that fit the space, and the specs of
the brief.”
They, therefore, chose to do a very low-profile audio
with high SPL, Nair revealed. A trusted Harman JBL
partner, he chose to sync the sound and space
with his principal audio brands- JBL speakers and
subs, Crown amps, and BSS Blu 50 DSPs- of course
in combination with a Yamaha mixer and Shure
microphones.
“We roped in BSS Blu50 (half-track width processor)
to address the essential of audio processing,” he
detailed. The other audio specs included:
• Eight units of JBL AC18 loudspeakers
NOVEMBER 2021
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Sound and structure sculpted and scripted into the story: observe the JBL speakers and Epson projectors in the glass
rooftop storey. The statues hold lamps that glow at night with solar energy drawn in the day.

• A pair of JBL AC18S subwoofers
• Two Crown amplifiers- CDI 4x1250 BL & and
2x1250 BL
• A Yamaha MG16XU mixer, and
• Shure SM-57 hand-held microphones for any
dedicated performances.
Video Element: Keeping in view the occasional
requirement for special events like sports, and other
entertainment, the restaurant features two pairs of
motorized screens – one each on third and fourth
floors suspended from the ceiling – augmented by
Epson projection systems to beam the content.
“Events like Indian Premier League (IPL) cricket
matches are always a huge draw,” highlights Nair,
“providing a large screen video of the matches
evenly magnifies the experience.”
On the tangent, the deployment was challenging
not just because of the space dynamics, but also
NOVEMBER 2021

because of the COVID restrictions, informs the
integrator.
They entire team was double vaccinated, and they
carried their Covid-negative report with them to the
site, and worked in batches with all the protective
health gear, in strict compliance with the guidelines.
“With all those issues, we
were able to complete
the installation in about
a week’s time,” he said.
“It came up in perfect
sync with the client’s
expectation.”
An AV Wizard’s play, that
it was.

Harman Professional Solutions
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DUBAI, UAE

“The Light of China” Blooms at Dubai Expo
YES TECH lights up the China Pavilion

FACTFILE
Project Name: Expo 2020 Dubai-China Pavilion
Project Location: Dubai, the United Arab
Emirates
Project Segment: Exhibition display
Project LED Display Provider: YES TECH
Project Highlights: “Gateway Screen” of the
China Pavilion, 120sqm LED display with IP65
protection and 10000:1 contrast ratio
Key AV Brands: YES TECH MG7S P3.9
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Rachel Wei, YES TECH’s VP of Sales, commented,
“It is our great honour and pleasure that YES TECH
has provided customized LED screen with first-class
visual effect for the China Pavilion of Expo 2020
Dubai. The products adopts polymer nano materials
and thermal balance system at the same time, so it
has superior performance in high-humidity and 50℃
high-heat outdoor environments and got customer’s
satisfaction. Especially since the China Pavilion
opened, it has attracted huge crowds of visitors
every day and has become a popular exhibition hall
for the public.”
On 1st October 2021, 2020 Dubai Expo opened
grandly in Dubai. This is the first World Expo held
in the Middle East. A total of 192 countries are
participating in the exhibition and approximately 25
million visitors are expected to attend the exhibition.
In 2020, due to the official announcement of the
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epidemic, the Dubai Expo was postponed for one
year, and the official name of "Dubai Expo 2020" was
retained. It is reported that the China Pavilion is one
of the largest exhibition pavilions in this World Expo.
The architectural shape has profound meanings. It
adopts the shape of Chinese lanterns and is named
"Light of China". YES TECH is fortunate to light up the
China Pavilion and help the "Light of China" bloom at
Dubai Expo.

INSTALLATION

Visitors can immerse themselves into the rich scenes
of Dunhuang Feitian, Beijing Winter Olympics, and
magnificent mountains and rivers, showing the
image of a big country with a long history, economic
development, cultural prosperity, and full of charm.

On the opening evening, the light show of the China
Pavilion was presented to the audience gorgeously!
Green buds, snowflakes, earth and other shapes
transformed by drones appeared above the China
Pavilion. It told the Chinese story with rich visual
language and presented a unique ingenuity light and
shadow effect.

As the "Gateway Screen" of the China Pavilion, every
splendid moment of the China Pavilion is presented
on these two screens, allowing the world to see the
Chinese language in the “Belt and Road” journey.
Rental product MG series of YES TECH, that has
more than 30 product patents and rich experience
in international competitions, lights up the China
Pavilion at the Dubai Expo. The total area is 120 sqm
and the contrast ratio is as high as 10000:1. The
display image is rich in colour, and the details are
very delicate.

Top visual effects
Combined with lighting matrix, LED video,
architectural lighting, drones, etc., the China Pavilion
brings an unparalleled light show, presenting
stereoscopic and magnificent visual effect, leading
the audience through the past and the present.

Star product
The highest temperature in Dubai can exceed 50℃
with the average sunshine time being 13 hours,
and the precipitation is zero for 6 months. The star
product MG series of YES TECH, as a hard-core
product, has been battle-tested and very adaptable
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Gateway Screen

to the environment. The cabinet adopts patented
polymer nano material, which has the feature of
polymer’s toughness and metal’s sturdiness. At the
same time, it adopts a thermal balance system to
evenly disperse the heat of the LEDs and IC, and
is not afraid of high temperature environments, to
escort the display effect of the "Gateway Screen" of
the China Pavilion.
In addition, there is a pool in front of the screen,
which places higher requirements on the moistureproof ability of the screen. YES TECH’s MG series
has IP65 protection performance, ensuring long-term
stable and smooth operation in high-humidity and
high-heat outdoor environments. During the 6-month
exhibition, the people of the world will see Chinese
culture, Chinese style and Chinese power.

Perfect service
The project was tight in time and heavy in tasks. In
order to ensure that the on-site effect is foolproof,
YES TECH’s team and the visual effects team of
China Pavilion had many discussions on lighting
design, screen installation, heat dissipation and other
issues, always adhering to the spirit of high standards
and strict requirements - strict requirements on every
detail of each order item and excellence. The on-site
support staff of YES TECH set off for Dubai in June,
and supported the whole process for four months,
defying difficulties and obstacles, and successfully
completing the visual effects guarantee work of the
China Pavilion.
MG series products have obtained nearly 30 product
patents. It has created many classic cases over the
years such as the G20 summit in Japan, the World
Cup in Brazil, the World Cup in Russia,
the 33rd Chinese Film Golden Rooster
Award etc, and has won unanimous
global customers recognition.
YES TECH
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